INTRODUCTION
The efforts of past several years have resulted in development of an eddy current model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , using the boundary element method (BEM). As of last year, the BEM algorithm based on the Hertz potential approach [1] [2] [3] was shown to be effective in dealing with complex part and probe geometry [4] [5] [6] , and particularly in modeling crack signals [7] [8] [9] . Previously, the modeling capabilities were demonstrated mostly with absolute probes. This year, the focus has been shifted toward on crack signals of differential and reflection probes.
To recapitulate our overall objective [1] [2] [3] , our task is to develop the so-called "measurement models", i.e. theoretical models of probe-flaw interactions, applicable to existing and newly developed inspection systems. The model is then implemented into software, so that one can analyze given inspection problems on computers, predict inspection performances, design probes [4, 5] , and make possible improvements.
The purpose of this paper is to report on progress of the modeling toward differential and reflection probes, and issues associated with the generalization. The following section contains a brief account of our model formulation. In the subsequent section, we describe the main source of numerical inaccuracies, and present a method to reduce them. The last section is for conclusion.
FORMULATION
This section describes our formulation briefly. First, let us recapitulate the Hertz potential approach briefly.
The eddy current phenomenon is essentially low-frequency electromagnetism so that the quasi-static condition holds. An efficient approach to take advantage of the quasi-static condition is given by the Hertz potential method [1] [2] [3] . In non-conducting media such as air and ferrite-core materials, the method reduces to the scalar magnetic potential approach.
Explicitly, we express the magnetic field if as in terms of the scalar magnetic potential /f/ that satisfies the Laplace equation
In Eq. (1), it denotes the vacuum magnetic field without any materials present. The benefit of separating it in Eq. (1) is that the potential /f/ is defined and satisfies (2) everywhere outside metal objects, including the coil regions.
In conducting materials, the Hertz potentials express both the electric ( E ) and magnetic fields as where iI and 'P' are vector and scalar Hertz potentials, respectively, and where p is the metal resistivity. The potential 'P' satisfies the field equation when the Lorentz-like gauge-fixing condition
is imposed, where the complex wave number k is related as usual to the skin depth c5 via k == (1 +i)/c5. Notice the symmetry between the sets of equations, i.e., Eqs. (1-2) and Eqs.
(3-4). These symmetric sets of governing equations, with the usual continuity conditions at material boundaries, i. e. /f/ = 'P', Bn = continuous provide us with the most economical description of eddy current phenomena involving multiple objects such as parts and a complicated probe.
(6)
It is straightforward to tum the differential equations with the boundary conditions (6) into a set of boundary integral equations obtainable from the following Green's formulas [1] [2] [3] ; (7) in each ferrite core, (8) in each metal object (part or core), and finally The standard BEM technique can discretize the BIEs from Eqs. (7-9) into algebraic equations. In fact, Equation (7) immediately reduces to the matrix form while Eq. (9) to (10) (11 ) after discretization. In Eqs. (10) and (11), [11' ], for instance, denotes a column vector representing the discretized surface field II' , while 8 etc. denote discretized kernels. In Eq. (11), the sum is over all the core and part objects. Equation (8) can be cast into the form (10) also, although the process involves a less straightforward task of eliminating extra surface variables Il n and ii x jj;. Equations (10) and (11) The description of our entire computational procedure for differential-probe crack signal calculations is complete when the above basic equations (10) and (11) are supplemented by the multiple-coil reciprocity formula [9, 10] , and by a crack modeling algorithm. Specifically, we followed the procedures presented in the previous publication [1 ] .
MANAGING NUMERICAL INACCURACY
Compared with the absolute probe case, computing crack impedance for differential probes requires a high level of accuracy because, by design, the final answer must be obtained by cancellation among two (or more) individual coil impedances. Any possible sources of numerical errors, which may not affect absolute probe computations, may need to be identified and managed appropriately.
It turned out that the important source of potential inaccuracy arises from the Neumann condition. Namely, any solution to the Laplace equation (2), or equivalently to Eq. (7), has a constant ambiguity II' ~ II' + c. Hence, if discretization would involve no errors, then the kernel matrices ofEq. (10) would have a vanishing eigenvalue with an eigenvector of the form
Equation (12) means that, strictly speaking, many of our kernels are rank-deficient. l Practically, the usual discretization method makes Eq. (12) only an approximate relation, thus allowing the inversion of the overall kernel matrix. It, however, prevents one from pursuing higher accuracy calculations where the conditioning of the kernel matrix worsens. It is therefore the best to deal with it by reducing the matrix rank by one explicitly. The potential loss of information can be compensated by the additional relation (13) which recovers the uniqueness of the [Bn] vector. Mathematically, Equation (13) holds because the flux density B is divergence-free in the object volume surrounded by S.
Physically, it represents the fact that any magnetic flux coming out of the object must come back into the same object.
There may be many different ways to deal with rank-deficient matrices, one of which is described here. First, obtain the dual zero-eigenvector (01, i.e. which is not trivially related to Eq. (12) since S is neither symmetric nor Hermitian. Second, define a replacement S' of the matrix S via (14) (15) with an arbitrary constant a. Then, the "inverse" of S is given effectively by S,-I , which is well-defined with an appropriate choice of a. Finally, the apparent arbitrariness can be removed by the use ofEq. (13), or its consequence on the vector [Bn]' This procedure can be proven valid by the singular-value decomposition, although it does not require any explicit use of the SVD.
CONCLUSION
The general 3D eddy current inspection model based on the BEM and the Hertz potentials, as formulated in Refs. [1] [2] [3] , is applicable to crack signal modeling with differential and reflection probes. The actual computation, however, requires a higher level of accuracy than for the absolute probe case. It is of particular importance to deal with potential numerical inaccuracies arising from the poor conditioning of kernel matrices associated with the near-Neumann condition. An explicit rank reduction method to avoid the rank deficient kernels is presented in the preceding section.
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